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Abstract  

In order to measure the temperature distribution at the chip surface of blue and white light-emitting diodes, we 
used two temperature conventional emissivity measurement method, which consists in processing the thermographic 
signal for two uniform controlled temperatures T1 and T2. In this study, we report the evolution of emissivity with 
increasing temperature between 20°C and 80°C from to the ambient temperature, about 20°C.  

1. Introduction  

High brightness light-emitting diode (LED) is a promising technology for lighting. The light performance of LED 
is affected by a series of thermal problems, which one major source is the semiconductor chip. Infrared-thermography is 
used to measure temperature distribution of the chip. However, precise temperature mapping over the chip is influenced 
by many factors, including emissivity. LED chips in charge can easily reach 80°C. In this study, we calculated the 
emissivity for blue and white chips for different temperatures by a conventional method. 

2. Light emitting diodes 

2.1. Generality 

This paper discusses high power light emitting diodes. This technology evolves quickly. Nowadays the luminous 
efficacy for a single device is about 120 lm/W, while in1995 the luminous efficacy is 20 lm/W. The luminous efficiency 
defines the ability of a light to produce a significant visible flow from one electrical watt consumed. The power efficiency 
is defined as Eq. (1):  

      (1) 
 

where Popt is the optical power emitted into free space and Pelec is the electrical power provided to the LED. Following 
Pelec, ηpower ranges between 20 and 35%. The electrical power that is not transformed optically becomes heat. The light is 
emitted by the p-n junction. The light extraction efficiency can be enhanced by using dome-shaped encapsulants with a 
large refractive index. 
 The study is about LED that generates white light; it means a LED that is composed a blue chip plus a yellow 
phosphor. The blue chip will be also studied. The dimensions are similar for white and blue chips (figure 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schema of a chip and a LED 

 

2.2. Junction temperature of light emitting diodes 

The junction temperature is a critical parameter [1]. The junction temperature is relevant for several reasons. 
Firstly, the internal quantum efficiency depends on the junction temperature. Secondly, high temperature operation 
shortens the device lifetime. Thirdly, a high device temperature can lead to degradation of the encapsulant.  
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In the context of our research, we want to know the junction temperature at each point of the chip. To obtain 
this, we are going to study the temperature distribution at the chip surface of blue and white light-emitting diodes thanks 
the infrared thermography. Thermal measurements using infrared thermography was also used [2] to detected local hot 
spots due to high electric stress.  

To have an accurate infrared measurement, we are looking to the chip emissivity on the temperature range of 
LED use (20 and 80°C). The calculated emissivity will be a directional emissivity for the spectral range of the infrared 
camera. To facilitate the measurements, the study will focus on diodes without dome, because the encapsulant is semi-
transparent in the infrared spectrum. 

 

3.   Emissivity measurements 

3.1. Emissivity measurement methods 

This conventional emissivity measurement method [3-4] consists of recording thermal images when the sample 
is heated uniformly to a known temperature T2. The T1 temperature is the ambient temperature. The area where it is 
desired to measure the emissivity is compared to a reference area assumed as a known emissivity region such as a 
black body signal. The calculation of the emissivity can be described with the following equation: 

 

 
       (2) 

Where:  
-   and  correspond to signals obtained by the infrared camera of the sample at temperature T1 and T2. 
-  emissivity of area ij. 

-   and  correspond to signals obtained by the infrared camera of the black body at temperature T1 
and T2 respectively. 

3.2. Experimental 

In this case, the goal is to obtain the chip emissivity mapping for blue and white LED, switched off. Two samples 
were studied: blue and white light-emitting diodes soldered on a printed circuit board (PCB). A part of the PCB, near the 
LED was painted with a black paint. A Peltier device is used to heat the samples. Temperature is measured with different 
ways: with a type T thermocouple and the infrared measurement of a black paint (Fig.2), with an emissivity between 0.95 
and 0.98. We assume that the emissivity of the black paint is equal to 1.  

 
 

 
 

  

Fig. 2 Infrared image of blue chip 

The ambient temperature T1 is about 20°C. The infrared images were taken between 20°C and 80°C, about 
every 3°C. Emissivity will be calculated for each temperature. To measure the thermal radiation distribution on the LED 
surface [5], we used an InSb FPA infrared camera (640x512) and a G1 lens manufactured by FLIR Systems Inc. The 
infrared microscope system has a spectral response in the 3.5-5.1 µm range. 

4. Results : emissivity and temperature mapping 

For each studied LED (white and blue chips), the power efficiency is calculated for various values of the input 
electrical power. The luminous flux was measured thanks a spectrometer and an integrating sphere. The measured 
luminous flux is compared the electrical power injected.  

Black paint 
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4.1. Blue chips 

4.1.1. Emissivity mapping of blue chip 

For each temperature, the mean emissivity has been calculated on the central part of chip (figure 3). Moreover 
emissivity has been calculated for each pixel. The figure 4 shows the cartography of emissivity for two different values of 
the uniform temperatures T2= 40°C and T2=79°C. The emissivity of the blue chip is about 0.49. Normally the emissivity of 
the gold path would be lower than the chip. The dimensions of the gold paths are too small for the resolution of the 
camera: thickness = 10µm and height=3µm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Constant emissivity with temperature T2 Fig. 4. Cartography of emissivity 

 

4.1.2. Temperature mapping of blue chip 

We apply this emissivity of infrared images of the same blue chip. Figure 5 shows the temperature when the 
LED is switched off. The mean temperature is equal to the ambient temperature. Figure 6 shows a LED that is supplied 
by an electrical power of 3,65W, the mean temperature increases until 68°C. There is a more significant overheating 
near the gold paths. For the next infrared images, the size of a pixel is equal to 11μm. 

 

Fig. 5. Temperature distribution at the blue chip surface of 
switched off LED 

 

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution at the blue chip surface 
that is supplied at 3.65W and that generates 3W of heat 
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4.2. White chips 

4.2.1. Emissivity mapping of white chip 

The method is similar for the white chip. The gold paths are less apparent because of the phosphor and the 
emissivity is different (figure 7). The emissivity for the white LED’s chip is found to be 0.82. 

 
Fig.7. Cartography of emissivity for a white chip 

 

4.2.2. Temperature mapping of white chip 

After applying the emissivity map, we obtain the temperature field, as shown in figure 8 when the white LED is 
switched off and in  figure 9 when this LED is turned on  with 3,70 W input power. The temperature is uniform over the 
surface of the white chip.  We obtain a mean temperature about 67,3°C. We notice a significant overheating near the 
gold path at the bottom right of the image. There is a difference of temperature equal to 15°C between the bottom right 
corner and the top left corner of figure 9.  

 

Fig. 8. Temperature distribution at the white chip surface of 
switched off LED 

 

Fig. 9. Temperature distribution at the white chip surface 
that is supplied at 3.70W and that generates 3W of heat 

4.3. Temperature versus the electrical power 

Infrared thermography measurements have been done for a white chip and a blue chip. We varied the supply 
current from 0 to 1.1 A, with an increment of 0,1A. For each current, the average of 100 infrared images was computed in 
order to increase the signal-to-noise factor. The voltage has been also measured, what permits to calculate the electrical 
power provided to the LED.  
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Figure 10 shows the increase of the mean temperature versus the electrical power. The blue chip and the white 
chip have the same behavior, and the temperature difference is quite low, as shown in Figure 10b, where there is an 
average offset of 1,7°C between the blue chip and the white chip.  

It has been reported that the phosphor temperature becomes the highest in the LED packages rather than the 
junction temperature [6, 7]. Apparently, in our case, the phosphor temperature and the junction temperature are near 
because we have not studied a normal packaging of LED. We removed the encapsulant dome which is normally above 
the chip (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 10. a Increase of the mean temperature with the input 
electrical power 

 
Fig. 10. b Temperature difference between the  blue chip 
and the white chip 

 

5. Conclusion 

The emissivity for a blue chip is about 0,48 and for a white chip is 0,82. These measurements will allow to have 
accurate results on the surface temperature of the chips. The temperature distributions become more heterogeneous 
when the input electrical power of the LED increases. Further, the temperature difference remains low between the chips 
with and without phosphor. 
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